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About This Game

Zenzizenzic hurls you into the abstract perils of a bullet-strewn fever dream. Battle your way through five varied levels in
Classic Mode or explore an open world in Macro Mode, both of which are stuffed to the brim with legions of enemies.

You'll dodge an onslaught of bullets while returning fire with an awesome arsenal of weapons and power-ups, leaving complete
and utter destruction in your wake.

In Classic Mode (single player or local co-op), you'll face five distinctly different levels with their own challenges, theme,
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bonus level and boss encounter. Arm yourself with two multi-layered weapon systems of your choosing such as screen-filling
lasers, homing missile barrages, highly destructive charge shots, time jumps to slow the action down, black holes that warp and

redirect immediate threats and more.

High scores don't come to the faint of heart, so test your mettle in multiple training modes. And hey, if you're in the mood for a
grueling challenge, try Gauntlet Mode to try and complete all five levels in a single run.

Macro Mode (single player only) is inspired by roguelikes with an open, random and procedurally generated world based on the
levels in Classic Mode. Find upgrades to enhance your ship to epic proportions— you'll need to, because you're bound to

encounter massive enemies that span multiple screens! It'll take brawn and brains to tackle monsters, uncover hidden secrets and
discover varying ways of optimizing your score.

Welcome to the bullet-ridden world of Zenzizenzic. Go on— give it your best shot!

Zenzizenzic is published by Adult Swim Games and currently available for a 20% discount during the first week of
release!
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It's very cute and relaxing game, but crashes every 20-30 minutes on Win 7. Hope it gets fixed, so I can get more more that "lvl
5" :). Alright, i made a little child, i went in, music was loud, everything was loud, FPS broke to♥♥♥♥♥♥ was confused by the
U.I, didn't care to read the quest, was thrown into a world without backstory. 10/10 best MMO i've ever played.. This is the first
game I ever asked for a refund on. :(

When I saw it on sale, it immediately took me back to fond memories of playing this game on my friend's NES, back when we
were kids. I happily bought it, and enjoyed the silly opening sequence. I loved the odd colors, the blocky graphics, and
everything else about it that screams "it's the 80's!" I was really looking forward to replaying through this odd little game, and
hopefully, finally, getting to the end of it! (Never finished it, back in the day.)

But there was that mouse cursor. And that's when everything went downhill.

I played for about half an hour, getting more and more frustrated. The cursor is super-sensitive. If you don't nudge it perfectly,
it jumps off to to some edge of the screen. You have to click on the commands in the list, and having a cursor that misbehaves
like that is an exercise in frustration. Normally if controls are funky I can get the hang of it after playing around with it for a
few minutes, getting used to the control quirks. Not this game. After half an hour I couldn't take it anymore. I requested a
refund, and got my $4.01 back.. Free game, only good thing I can say about this is I didn't spend any money on it. Oh, and
driving half-million dollar machines under water, best. thing. ever.. Having played Ravenloft and ToEE alot over the last couple
of years I always said to myself these would be great as a computer game and now there is one!!! Plays very simular to the
tabletop versions and is just as enjoyable, a few extra little touches ( such as a viewable die on the rolls, a few different
characters to choose from, better control over inventory mainly being able to swap items from character to character) would
make it all the better. hopefully there will be more to come!. Great game. Maybe the best Adventure Time game you will ever
see.
The enemies are challenging and fun. What I thought were the most fun were the scroll upgrades.
From masks to wearing ONLY UNDERWEAR.
You can upgrade your weapons too but thats not very detailed or anything.
The leveldesign is not that great but.. I LIKED THE GAME VERY MUCH <3
I'm a huge fan of the series but I don't know if this is fun for a not fan.. Yes, the driving physics are a bit bad, but that
doesn\u2019t make the DLC stupid for me. I saw people comparing it with JC3 and they were very negative about it, but
it\u2019s a completely different game, except for the grapling hook and Rico, so you can\u2019t really except the same. I DO
like the DLC (I can\u2019t play too long because my PSU is too weak for my GPU), I mean come on.. WINDCANNONS ON
A FRICKIN CAR??!? That\u2019s just epic.
If you\u2019re readings reviews because you want to buy this DLC, if you like JC4, you\u2019re going to like this DLC as well.
Watch some gameplay if you\u2019re not sure.

I hope that I\u2019ve informed you enough and that you\u2019ll maybe buy this DLC.
. EDIT for 2016. This game is out of development. It is merely being maintained at this point. The player base is tiny and
shrinking and new players will never be given the means to catch up. Don't bother.
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Few hours here, but probably a couple thousand via a browser.

Its NOT P2P or P2W. Energy is almost completely irrelevant, as it regenerates quickly and there are plenty of things to do that
don't cost energy.

You can get 7 free packs by doing the "advanced tutorials" - through a lightbulb on the bottom left of the campaign screen. With
just these packs, you can easily compete in beginner arena (which is vs AI - there are also two arenas where it is live PvP
matchups)

New Devs are GANZ (makers of Webkinz) who seem dedicated to the ongoing improvement of this product.

I have several alt accounts that have spend NO MONEY at all in this game and were able to complete the campaign and
compete at Epic guild level. You get PLENTY of free premium currency through login bonuses, achievements and arena quests.
You do not need to pay for the premium currency. Still, a small purchase will speed your advancement and is a nice thank you to
the developers if you like their game.. Marriage saver....

You heard me correctly...i drink to much at the weekends and waste money on poor games on Steam. (SO MANY BAD
GAMES!!!)

Then a gem like this comes along that can occupy my drink addled brain for hours for pennies. Win.

BUY NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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BEEP... The BEST...ROBOT...EVER!. Boring. The only chalanging misions are the earth based scaning mision. Even with ultra
tracking reserched the computer cant properly align it so you have to line up the croshars manualy long enough for scan to
complete.that is the only chalenging thing in the game. I dont consider being lucky in random mision generation to have tech
required to do mision a chalenge. In my opinion it just detracts even more from the game to recieve misions you cant do
because you havent reserched that far yet. All misions are asigned requiring one of six tools. Every mision amounts to the same
thing. get satellight to where you have apropriate line of sight, line up target activate tool. That is it nothing else to the game.
Research and upgrade just make it easier to acomplish misions.. Haha pretty silly game, worth a few bucks for DT fans
though...just played through it, you have achievements you can unlock for a chance to win stuff so there is still stuff to
accomplish. Nothing too complex, different units that do different things, pretty much like an enhanced DT chess game.

Had the one glitch too where the drummer info page comes up and wont close which makes the game unplayable cause you
can't see anything.

All in all just glad it wasn't more than a few bucks.... Coffee and rock'n'roll! Childhood and Sega. Very fun and challenging
game. It's nice to play yourself and with a friend. Beautiful graphics and great music, it's nice to spend time in the game.. A fun
indie game that was done well >:). I'm a bit of a VR sword combat connosieur so I had to try this. Went in with fairly low
expections but it's not bad! Combat isn't the strong point it's more on the arcade side but still pretty satisfying with multiple
weapons.
The graphics are amazing. Better than expected.

The game sort of reminds of of Way of the Samurai which is a good thing.
Unfortunatly WMR headsets suffer from the dreaded Unreal Engine screen warping bug. It's still playable but please fix this!.
Took 31 minutes, actually longer than I expected, the invisible block should be removed in the next part if there will be...
You just have to memorise them, nothing too hard. Waiting for the next part.

Had fun tho!
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